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Influence of Spatial and Chromatic 
Noise on Luminance Discrimination
Leticia Miquilini1, Natalie A. Walker3, Erika A. Odigie4, Diego Leite Guimarães2, Railson Cruz 
Salomão2, Eliza Maria Costa Brito Lacerda5, Maria Izabel Tentes Cortes7, Luiz Carlos de Lima 
Silveira1,2,5, Malinda E. C. Fitzgerald3,4, Dora Fix Ventura6 & Givago Silva Souza1,2

Pseudoisochromatic figures are designed to base discrimination of a chromatic target from a 
background solely on the chromatic differences. This is accomplished by the introduction of luminance 
and spatial noise thereby eliminating these two dimensions as cues. The inverse rationale could also be 
applied to luminance discrimination, if spatial and chromatic noise are used to mask those cues. In this 
current study estimate of luminance contrast thresholds were conducted using a novel stimulus, based 
on the use of chromatic and spatial noise to mask the use of these cues in a luminance discrimination 
task. This was accomplished by presenting stimuli composed of a mosaic of circles colored randomly. 
A Landolt-C target differed from the background only by the luminance. The luminance contrast 
thresholds were estimated for different chromatic noise saturation conditions and compared to 
luminance contrast thresholds estimated using the same target in a non-mosaic stimulus. Moreover, 
the influence of the chromatic content in the noise on the luminance contrast threshold was also 
investigated. Luminance contrast threshold was dependent on the chromaticity noise strength. It was 
10-fold higher than thresholds estimated from non-mosaic stimulus, but they were independent of 
colour space location in which the noise was modulated. The present study introduces a new method to 
investigate luminance vision intended for both basic science and clinical applications.

The natural environment is composed of a mosaic of adjacent patches that reflects different numbers of photons 
with distinct spectral content, which is the substrate that the visual system builds on for the perceptual experience 
of colour and luminance1. Colour and luminance information may have had a major role in the evolution of the 
visual system2 that might explain why different cells have evolved to encode colour and luminance differences 
in both temporal and spatial domains3. The colour and luminance contrast of an image modulates the activity of 
ganglion cells within the retina3,4. At least three groups of ganglion cells encode chromatic isoluminant contrast 
and luminance contrast with different contrast sensitivities4–6. M cells have high luminance contrast sensitivity 
and weak responses for chromatic isoluminant contrast4,5,7–14. P cells have high contrast sensitivity for red-green 
isoluminant contrast and low luminance contrast sensitivity4,5,7–13. Small bistratified ganglion cells (K cells) are 
highly responsive to blue-yellow isoluminant contrast and have little or no responsiveness to luminance con-
trast5,15. The signals of luminance and colour contrast are transmitted from the retina to the lateral geniculate 
nucleus (LGN) and from there to the primary visual cortex (V1) through parallel streams named M, P, and K, 
respectively16–18.

In V1, the cortical cells receive inputs from M, P, and K-pathways, although it is not clear the weighting of the 
input to the individual neurons19–21. It is also not clear if the luminance and colour contrast interacts to modulate 
the neuronal response prior to the synaptic connection within V15; however, evidence does suggest that it occurs 
within V122–24. Two different studies have22,23 reported three groups of V1 cells in the macaque with preferences 
for luminance contrast, for colour contrast, and for both luminance and colour contrasts.

Additional studies have reported results on how the visual system detects a stimulus with simultaneous lumi-
nance and colour contrasts23,25–29. These results were that colour and luminance channels are not entirely inde-
pendent, and each can exert an impact in the functionality of the other23,25–29.
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Pseudoisochromatic stimuli are composed of a combination of luminance and colour contrast30. The design of 
the stimuli is a mosaic that has a spatial noise added to a luminance noise within its patches. The target highlights 
from the mosaic field by the chromaticity difference31. Pseudoisochromatic stimulus is widely used to investigate 
colour discrimination. In this particular type of test, the chromatic contrast is embedded in luminance and spatial 
noise, and the subject performs a colour discrimination task28,29,31–36. Other stimulus design have been used to 
investigate the colour discrimination37,38.

Our research group has described that different luminance and colour interactions within the pseudoisochro-
matic stimuli can have an influence on colour discrimination tasks28. We investigated how the number of lumi-
nance values in the luminance noise influenced the colour perception28. We observed that when the stimuli have 
two or four luminance values in the luminance noise the color discrimination was worse than when the stim-
uli had six or more luminance values in the luminance noise. We also observed that the colour discrimination 
thresholds and reaction times were dependent on the relationship between the mean luminance of the mosaic and 
the range of the luminance noise29.

In the present investigation, a novel stimulus was introduced that could be used to investigate the influence 
of the luminance and color interactions within the luminance discrimination tasks. This new stimulus, similar to 
the pseudoisochromatic stimulus, is also composed of a mosaic with spatial noise, but it has chromatic noise ran-
domly distributed within the mosaic. The chromatic noise, along with spatial noise, mask the presence of a target 
that differs from the mosaic field by luminance contrast. We investigated the influence of this chromatic noise 
on the luminance discrimination thresholds as well as the influence of the mosaic design in the measurement.

Results
Experiment #1. Luminance contrast threshold as a function of the chromatic noise 
length. The luminance contrast thresholds varied as a function of the vector length of the chromatic noise 
values. The presence of the chromatic noise was associated with a reduction in the luminance discrimination 
threshold. The higher chromatic noise length, the higher luminance contrast threshold. Figure 1 shows the mean 
contrast threshold (n = 40, 2 trials) as a function of the chromatic noise (Fig. 1). The mean luminance thresh-
olds for the different chromatic noise conditions (in u’v’ units) were: 0.06: 38.9% ± 6.8; 0.03: 35.6% ± 5.7; 0.015: 
30.2% ± 4.6; 0.0075: 26.6% ± 4.6; and 0: 24.2% ± 5.

For a subgroup of observers, we compared the luminance contrast thresholds in three consecutive sessions. 
Figure 2 shows the comparison of three individual results (Fig. 2A–C) and group results of the sessions 1, 2, and 3.  
We observed that all the sessions showed a inhibitory influence of the chromatic vector length in the luminance 
contrast thresholds. We found statistical difference between the luminance contrast threshold obtained with 
chromatic noise of 0.06 and 0.03 u’v’ units. The contrast thresholds estimated for these stimuli in the first ses-
sion were significantly higher than those obtained for the same conditions during the second and third session 
(Fig. 2D, p < 0.05). All the other intersession comparisons for the same chromatic noise length had no significant 
differences.

Experiment #2. Comparison of luminance contrast threshold estimated using mosaic and 
non-mosaic stimulus. Figure 3 illustrates the comparison of luminance contrast thresholds estimated using 
mosaic stimulus at the different chromatic noise conditions (the same from the Experiment #1) and those esti-
mated using non-mosaic stimulus. All contrast thresholds obtained with the mosaic stimulus were significantly 
higher than that estimated with the non-mosaic stimulus (p < 0.01). The frequency distribution of the log10 of the 
ratio between the thresholds estimated with mosaics and the threshold estimated using non-mosaic stimulus are 

Figure 1. Mean luminance contrast thresholds (n = 40) as a function of chromatic noise length. The higher 
magnitude of noise, the higher luminance contrast threshold. Error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean.
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shown in Fig. 3B. The data had a normal distribution and the median of the log10 of the ratio of the distribution 
was 1.19, the first quartile was 1.08, and the third quartile was 1.28.

Experiment #3. Comparison of the luminance contrast thresholds estimated using stimuli with 
different chromatic noise content. Seven observers carried out the experiment #3. No difference was 
observed in the contrast thresholds estimated from a same chromatic noise length around the five reference chro-
maticities (p > 0.05). Figure 4 shows the multiple comparisons of contrast threshold obtained from five different 
chromatic noises.

Comparison of the luminance contrast thresholds estimated using liquid crystal display (LCD) 
and cathode ray tube (CRT). We compared the results obtained from the same observers (n = 7) tested 
using both screens and the chromatic noise generated from the C2 reference chromaticity (Fig. 5). There was no 
influence of the system used to stimulate the psychophysical experiment. For the same chromatic noise length, 
the luminance contrast thresholds estimated using LCD and CRT had no significant difference.

We also compared the results from these observers (n = 7) tested using CRT and LCD and subgroups of the 
sample tested using only LCD. To compose these subgroups tested using LCD, we randomly select 7 observers 
from 33 observers. The results of the multiple comparisons between CRT observers and LCD observers is shown 
in the Table 1.

We observed that after 10 comparisons between the CRT observer group and the LCD observer subgroups, 
18% of the comparisons had statistical significance and it was quite constrained to the higher chromatic noise 
lengths.

Figure 2. Comparison of luminance contrast thresholds as a function of the chromatic noise length obtained 
in three consecutive sessions (white circles, first session; black circles, second session; red circles, third session). 
(A–C) represent individual datapoints from three representative participants of the sample. (D) represented the 
averaged functions for each session. There were significant differences for the chromatic noise vectors of 0.06 
and 0.03. The first session had higher contrast thresholds than the other two consecutive sessions (*p < 0.05). 
Error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean.
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Discussion
A new mosaic stimulus was used to evaluate luminance discrimination in this current study. The luminance con-
trast was masked by chromatic and spatial noise randomly distributed in the mosaic. The most important obser-
vation was that the presence of chromatic noise impaired luminance discrimination. This was similar to what was 
observed using pseudoisochromatic stimulus28,29; therefore, this new mosaic stimulus can be used to investigate 
colour and luminance interactions on visual perception.

Most of the psychophysical studies that have combined colour and luminance in the stimulus have shown that 
colour influenced the luminance perception and vice-versa. This influence of chromatic information within the 
luminance discrimination is controversial. Some investigators have shown that interaction between colour and 
luminance increased the luminance contrast sensitivity25,39. These investigators observed that when color and 
luminance contrasts were combined, the contrast sensitivity was enhanced for several spatial frequencies, thus 
reflecting a facilitatory interaction between the chromatic and luminance systems25,39. An additional group inves-
tigated the effect of luminance masking in the chromatic discrimination and the effect of chromatic masking in 
the luminance discrimination26. It was reported that luminance masking improved the chromatic discrimination 
at all ranges of luminance contrast of the masking, while chromatic contrast masking in the luminance contrast 
stimulus had a double effect in the luminance discrimination26. Low chromatic contrast masking had no influence 
in the luminance discrimination, intermediate chromatic contrast masking impaired the luminance discrimina-
tion, and high chromatic contrast masking increased the luminance discrimination26. The results reported in the 

Figure 3. Comparison of the luminance contrast thresholds obtained using mosaic (gray bars) and non-mosaic 
(white bar) stimuli (A). The thresholds estimated using mosaic stimulus were significantly higher than those 
estimated using non mosaic stimulus for all subjects at all conditions. (B) Normal frequency distribution of the 
log10 ratio between the thresholds estimated using mosaic stimulus and non-mosaic stimulus. The median of 
the distribution was 1.18 log units. Error bars represents the standard deviation (n = 40). Error bars represent 
the standard deviation of the mean.

Figure 4. Comparison of the contrast thresholds estimated using five mosaics with different chromatic content 
(n = 7). There was no significant difference between the thresholds estimated using each one of the adapting 
chromatic state for the same chromatic noise length. Error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean.
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present investigation as well as previous studies28,29 confirmed previous results concerning masking experiments 
on visual perception. In that similar mechanisms govern the detection of luminance contrast in the presence of 
colour contrast, and detection of colour contrast in the presence of luminance contrast40. No significant sub-
threshold cross modal effect has been observed, but there was facilitation for the detection of one attribute in the 
presence of the other in a broad range of suprathreshold contrast. At high contrast, both colour and luminance 
inhibited the detection of the other contrast modality40.

Several models of how luminance and colour channels interact have been proposed. The existence of one 
pathway that shares the transduction of luminance and colour has not been supported by published data from 
several investigators40–43. It is well known that P, M, and K ganglion cells have responses for colour and luminance, 
but with different gains5,11–13,15, supporting the existence of multiples channels of luminance and colour from the 
retina to V1. After V1, distinct pathways for colour and luminance information could then combine the M, P, and 
K inputs with different weights in higher order neurons44.

The results from Experiment #1 showed an inhibitory effect of the presence of chromatic information on the 
luminance contrast discrimination. The responsible mechanism for the task in Experiment #1 had low contrast 
sensitivity. This was even after the exclusion of all chromatic noise from the stimulus, and all the circles of the 
mosaic field had the same chromaticity. In this experimental procedure, the luminance thresholds were quite high 
compared to the peak of the contrast sensitivity function normally observed in a healthy subject. Another clue to 
the potential mechanism involved in the luminance contrast discrimination masked by chromatic noise can be 
inferred from the results in Experiment #2. This protocol sought to determine if the presence of the mosaic would 
potentially explain the results of high contrast thresholds. When the same task was used to identify the C-gap 
orientation, but in a stimulus without the mosaic array, the response results returned lower contrast thresholds. 
These results corresponded to data reported previously under similar testing conditions45,46. The comparison of 
chromatic discrimination estimated using pseudoisochromatic stimulus with that used an array of four homo-
geneous squares, one of which had a different chromaticity showed impaired discrimination in the tasks using 
mosaic stimulus47. These investigators suggested that the observer needed different strategies to identify the chro-
matic differences in both kinds of stimuli47. In the display array of squares, a simple search strategy was used, 
while a scan strategy was used as the choice in order to determine the C gap orientation in pseudoisochromatic 
design. The mosaic structure would contribute to a loss of information within the target. In the current investiga-
tion it was found that the ratio between the contrast thresholds estimated using non-mosaic and mosaic stimulus 
was around 1 log unit. Many authors have reported 1 log unit as the ratio of the luminance contrast sensitivity 
between M and P pathways activity at the retina48,49, LGN50–52, and psychophysics53. The presence of the mosaic 
caused the main effect on the luminance contrast thresholds. It impaired the contrast detection compared to the 

Figure 5. Comparison of the luminance contrast thresholds (n = 7) estimated from stimulus presented in the 
LCD (white bars) and CRT (black bars) and chromatic noise generated around C2. There was no significant 
difference between the thresholds estimated from the same chromatic noise length. Error bars represent the 
standard deviation of the mean.

Condition (u’v’ units)

Comparison

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10

0.06 <0.01 ns <0.05 <0.05 ns ns <0.01 ns ns ns

0.03 <0.01 <0.05 <0.05 Ns ns ns <0.01 ns ns ns

0.015 ns ns ns Ns ns ns <0.01 ns ns ns

0.0075 ns ns ns Ns ns ns ns ns ns ns

0 ns ns ns Ns ns ns ns ns ns ns

Table 1. p-value of the analysis of variance comparing the luminance contrast threshold obtained using stimuli 
with different chromatic noise length presented in LCD (10 randomly chosen subgroups with 7 observers) and 
CRT (7 observers). ns: no statistical significance.
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non-mosaic condition. The mosaic design favored the activity of a low contrast discrimination mechanism, such 
as determined by the P pathway. During our experiments, we used 16 different spatial noises during the exper-
iments, while Cambridge Colour Test 2.3 version keeps the spatial noise constant during the test. There was no 
systematic investigation to evaluate the specific effects of the random or constant spatial noise in the luminance 
or colour discrimination. Future investigations can be done focused this question. Previous study investigated the 
chromatic discrimination thresholds with random spatial noise with and without luminance temporal noise and 
they found no differences on the thresholds obtained for normal trichromats54.

Added to this mosaic effect, we also found the influence of the chromatic noise on the luminance thresh-
olds. Even in the chromatic noise condition of 0.0075 u’v’ units, we found impairment of the luminance contrast 
thresholds. The vector size of 0.0075 u’v’ units is just above to the colour discrimination thresholds observed for 
the subjects between 20 and 30 years35. This would indicate the existence of a mechanism with high chromatic 
discrimination that also was working to detect the luminance contrast thresholds or the interaction between a 
mechanism with low luminance contrast sensitivity and a mechanism with high chromatic discrimination. The 
observation of low luminance contrast sensitivity and the high chromatic discrimination within the mechanisms 
that underly the contrast discrimination (using our novel stimulus), suggests that P pathway (and probably K 
pathway) potentially has a fundamental role in these mechanisms. The P pathway could be the common trunk for 
new streams that encode exclusively colour information and that process colour and lumiance combined infor-
mation in the visual cortex22,23. It is probable that other visual pathways also contribute to the inputs of the colour 
and luminance combined pathways23.

Using the novel stimulus, a set of chromaticities was used to introduce chromatic noise. The influence of 
the spectral content of the chromatic noise over the luminance discrimination was examined in Experiment 3. 
Five sets of chromaticity noise were used located in different places on the CIE1976 colour space: C1 (yellowish 
chromaticities), C2 (no colour predominance), C3 (bluish chromaticities), C4 (greenish chromaticities), and C5 
(reddish chromaticities). These reference chromaticities were the same used in Regan et al. (1994) to estimate 
colour ellipses discrimination around them. Similar luminance discrimination was observed under these differ-
ent chromatic adaptation states. This indicated that the mechanism was dependent on the masking effect of the 
chromatic noise over the luminance contrast discrimination. The chromatic content of the noise seemed to have 
no effect on this phenomenon.

All the results presented are comparative, as such the use of the “C” as the stimuli is constant across the differ-
ent sessions. It is not clear the impact on the results if another stimulus was used. Several studies have discussed 
about misreading in the Ishihara test55–58. The normal trichromat observer can read incorrectly figures that looks 
like other figures, for example the numbers 3 and 8. The use of other symbols could have led to slightly changes 
in the task we did in the present study, but the real impact of their use in the threshold values needs for additional 
investigations.

Our results were consistent using two test platforms with different colour depth (MacBook + LCD, 10 bits per 
channel; ViSaGe system + CRT, 14 bits per channel). We found no systematic difference for results of the observ-
ers tested using both systems, and it enables the use of the new stimulus for applications programmed in low-cost 
system. We also observed that there was good replicability of the results and some learning effect after three 
consecutive sessions. For the higher values of the chromatic noise (0.06 and 0.03 u’v’ units), there was a significant 
decreasing of the contrast thresholds after the first session.

The novel stimulus that uses mosaic design and chromatic noise to mask luminance discrimination opens up 
an alternative way to investigate the colour and luminance interactions. These data, increase the comparability 
of the results obtained from colour discrimination using pseudoisochromatic stimulus and results of luminance 
contrast discrimination. New investigations with this novel stimulus are needed to further elucidate the mecha-
nism that underlies the impairment of luminance discrimination in the presence of chromatic noise.

Methods
The influence of the chromatic and spatial noises on the luminance discrimination, was investigated using three 
different experimental conditions: #1, #2, and #3. Experiment #1 was designed to determine the luminance con-
trast threshold as a function of the chromatic noise length; Experiment #2 aimed to compare the results estimated 
from mosaic and non-mosaic stimuli; and finally experiment #3 compared the estimated luminance contrast 
threshold using different chromatic noises. All subjects exhibited normal visual acuity or corrected at 20/20. Each 
participant had their colour vision evaluated by three assessments; Ishihara test, Cambridge Colour Test, and 
Color Assessment and Diagnosis test. Additionally, the subject’s general health history was also noted; no subject 
reported to suffer of diabetes, high blood pressure, neurological diseases, exposure to organic solvents or any 
other disease that could impair the visual function. All participants gave written informed consent for both study 
participation, and publication of identifying information/images. The Ethics Committee on Human Research of 
the Tropical Medicine Nucleus of the Federal University of Pará approved all procedures reported in the present 
study (report ##570.434). All methods were performed in accordance with Declaration of Helsinki.

Experiment #1. Forty normal trichromat subjects (mean age of 27.3 ± 3.91 years old) participated in this 
portion of the investigation. The stimulus was presented within a software programmed in MATLAB language 
environment (MATLAB 2012b, Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) on a MacBook PRO platform (Apple Inc., Palo 
Alto, USA) the liquid crystal display (LCD) had 1680 × 1050 pixels of spatial resolution. The 17” MacBook Pro 
drove a NVIDIA GeForce 8600 M GT graphics processor with 512 MB of GDDR3 SDRAM and dual-link DVI 
and 10 bits of colour resolution per channel. We used a chromameter (CS-100A, Konica Minolta, Osaka, Japan) 
to calibrate the display. All chromatic calculations of the present study assumed a two degrees observer angle and 
a D65 illuminant. Target and background were formed by a mosaic of about 428 circles. We used 16 different 
mosaics. The spatial dimension of the circles ranged between 0.1226 and 0.4876 degrees. We do not consider 
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that the spatial dimensions of the mosaic elements could insert some cue in the luminance discrimination task. 
The chromatic noise was composed by 8 different chromaticities angled in 0, 45, 90, 135, 180, 225, 270 and 315 
degrees from a reference chromaticity in the CIE1976 colour space (u = 0.219; v’ = 0.48). The chromatic noise 
was quantified by the vector length from the reference chromaticity to each one of the 8 chromaticities. We used 
vector lengths of 0.06, 0.03, 0.015, 0.0075 u’v’ units, and one condition without the chromatic noise, i.e. all the 
circles had the reference chromaticity. The Landolt C target was subgroup of circles which differed in luminance 
from the background. Figure 6A–E shows the stimuli in five chromatic noise conditions. The background covered 
5°of visual angle, the outer and inner diameters of the target were 4.4° and 2.2° of visual angle, respectively, and 
the C gap had 1° of visual angle (Fig. 7). The psychophysical experiment consisted of estimating the luminance 
threshold using a four alternatives forced-choice procedure. The task to perform was to identify the orientation 
of the Landolt C gap (up, down, left, and right). An adaptive stochastic approximation staircase method con-
trolled the luminance of the target, which started with 2 cd/m2. Throughout the duration of the experiment, the 
background luminance was kept at 40 cd/m2. The staircase rule was that after two correct responses the target 
luminance increased, and after one wrong response the target luminance decreased. The step size of target lumi-
nance increase/decrease followed the equation (1). The target luminance (targetlum) of the trial (t) was summed 
(after two correct responses) or decreased (after one wrong response) by the difference between the background 
luminance (bglum) and target luminance of the previous trial times a factor (f), which value was 0.5 for increase 
luminance step and 1.5 for decrease luminance step.

= − ± − ×targetlum(t) 10log10(targetlum(t 1)) [log10(bglum) log10(targetlum)] f

After 12 reversals the staircase stopped, and the Weber contrast between the target and background was 
recorded. The contrast threshold was calculated averaging the last seven reversals. The forty participants per-
formed the experimental procedure for twice. We also did the experimental procedure in a subgroup of thirteen 
participants for three consecutive trials to investigate the learning curve for the test. Figure 8 shows the stimulus 
in different luminance Weber contrast.

Figure 6. Stimuli used in Experiments #1 and #2. (A–E) The mosaic stimulus had a size and chromatic noise 
with different vector lengths: (A) 0.06; (B) 0.03; (C) 0.015; (D) 0.0075; (E) no chromatic noise. In Experiment 
#1, the influence of the chromatic noise length on the luminance discrimination was investigated. The contrast 
luminance thresholds estimated from the mosaics were compared to the one estimated from the non-mosaic 
stimulus (F) in Experiment #2.
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Experiment #2. The Experiment #2 was the comparison between the Experiment #1 results with the lumi-
nance thresholds estimated using a non-mosaic stimulus. During the first session of Experiment 1, we also esti-
mated the contrast threshold in a non-mosaic condition. The non-mosaic condition was randomly shown among 
the first session mosaic conditions. Using the same system, a non-mosaic stimulus was programmed (Fig. 6F). A 
Landolt-C target with the same dimensions as in Experiment 1 was centered on an isoluminant and isochromatic 
field. The psychophysical method to estimate the luminance threshold was the same as used in Experiment 1. We 

Figure 7. Spatial dimensions of the stimulus. The total diameter of the mosaic was 5° of visual angle; the outer 
and inner diameters of the Landolt-C was 4.4° and 2.2° of visual angle, respectively; and the Landolt-C gap was 
1° of visual angle.

Figure 8. Examples of the stimuli with different Weber contrast between the target and the background. (A) 
Target: 4 cd/m2; Background = 40 cd/m2; Weber contrast = 90%. (B) Target: 10 cd/m2; Background = 40 cd/
m2; Weber contrast = 75%. (C) Target: 15 cd/m2; Background = 40 cd/m2; Weber contrast = 62.5%. (D) Target: 
20 cd/m2; Background = 40 cd/m2; Weber contrast = 50%. (E) Target: 25 cd/m2; Background = 40 cd/m2; Weber 
contrast = 37.5%. (F) Target: 30 cd/m2; Background = 40 cd/m2; Weber contrast = 25%.
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calculated the log10 of the ratio between the thresholds obtained with mosaics and the threshold obtained using 
non-mosaic stimulus in order to estimate their difference.

Experiment #3. Seven normal trichromats participated in this procedure (#3). We used ViSaGe system 
(Cambridge Research System, CRS, Rochester, UK) to present the stimulus on a CRT monitor with high spatial and 
temporal resolution (1680 × 1050 pixels, 75 Hz, 14 bits of colour resolution per channel). CRS toolbox for MATLAB 
was used to program the stimulus in MATLAB language environment (MATLAB 2012b, Mathworks, Natick, MA, 
USA) and to drive the ViSaGe graphic card (CRS). We used the same design of the mosaic stimulus described in 
Experiment #1, but the chromatic noise was modulated around by five reference chromaticities: C1: u’ = 0.215, 
v’ = 0.531; C2: u’ = 0.219, v’ = 0.48; C3: u’ = 0.225, v’ = 0.415; C4: u’ = 0.174, v’ = 0.485; C5: u’ = 0.278, v’ = 0.472 
(Fig. 9). The same chromatic noise lengths used in experimental procedure #1 were also used in the third protocol 
(Experiment #3). The luminance contrast threshold was estimated similarly to that of Experiment #1.

Data analysis. One-way ANOVA followed by a Tukey posthoc test was used to compare the contrast thresh-
olds estimated in the different chromatic noise length in the Experiments #1 and #2. Two-Way ANOVA followed 
by a Bonferroni posthoc test was used to determine contrast thresholds estimated for the five chromatic noise 
lengths and three stimuli conditions of the Experiment #3. We considered the significance level of 5%.

Limitations
The sample size of the Experiment #3 is different of the sample sizes of the Experiments #1 and #2.

Conclusion
The present study introduces a new method to investigate luminance vision for basic science and clinical appli-
cations. A combination of spatial and chromatic noise impaired the luminance contrast threshold detection. The 
presence of one or more colour- and luminance-sensitive visual pathways could be physiological substrate of the 
mechanism that underlies the luminance contrast perception of this novel stimulus.
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